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ETHICS & 
INTEGRITY: 
DEFINED
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“ETHICS”
•How we choose to live our lives

•Taking responsibility for our choices

•All professionals must be able to demonstrate that they: 
o act with integrity 
o always provide a high standard of service 
o act in a way that promotes trust in their profession 
o treat others with respect 
o take responsibility
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LAWYERS

•RULES: CR 12(a)(1): 20 days to file answer to complaint

•Rules: A standard practice: extensions generally granted

•“rules”: How do you respond to an unintended disclosure of 
privileged information?

•RULES, rules, & “rules”
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CONTRACTORS

•RULES: “Pay-if-paid” v. “pay-when-paid” clauses

•Rules: A standard practice: meeting before default

•“rules”: These are the sticky scenarios that often lead to 
lawsuits.

•RULES, rules, & “rules” (cont’d)



COMMON 
ETHICAL 
ISSUES IN 
CONSTRUCTION
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• Charging for superior materials, but using sub-par 
materials
• Padding timesheets
• Skimping on safety, for employees and clients
• Changing salary terms
• Bribing inspectors and potential clients/representatives
• Failing to guard proprietary information
• Not following environmental regulations

Contractors
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• Terminating for “cause” instead of for “convenience” 
without a viable “cause”
• Failing to pay on time/withholding portion of payment due
• Changing scope of work without modifying contract amount
• Blaming contractor for owner-caused delays

Owners



CASE STUDIES: 
CHANGING SCOPE OF 
WAIVERS/RELEASES



CHANGING WAIVER LANGUAGE - CONTRACT
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CHANGING WAIVER LANGUAGE - SIGNED

The



CASE STUDIES: 
WITHHOLDING 
PAYMENT



WITHHOLDING PAYMENT –
EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL ABILITY



CASE STUDIES: 
DISCLOSURE 
OBLIGATIONS



DISCLOSURE OBLIGATIONS –
CONTRACTUALLY COVERED, BUT ETHICALLY?



CASE STUDIES: 
SAFETY & 
SPOLIATION



SAFETY & SPOLIATION



ETHICS: 
THE GOAL



THE GOAL

It is not reasonable to expect every employee or colleague to 
know what is the ethical and business-savvy choice in every 
situation. Instead, the goal is to be able to recognize a choice
when it’s presented and to take the moment to step back and
consider what the long-term consequences might be, and then to 
ask your colleagues to confirm what the best course of action 
would be. If you still need help, find a trusted attorney and ask.
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Joshua B. Lane is a skilled litigator with an established record of success for his 
clients. He concentrates his practice on representing clients in construction, real 
estate, and complex commercial disputes in both state and federal courts, as well as 
in private mediation and arbitration. He represents general contractors, 
subcontractors, and suppliers from contract drafting though contract disputes, as well 
as property owners with all manner of defect and related insurance claims.

Prior to joining Ahlers Cressman & Sleight, Josh served as a judicial law clerk for 
Associate Chief Justice Charles Johnson of the Washington Supreme Court, extern 
for Chief Justice Mary Fairhurst (retired) of the Washington Supreme Court, and 
intern for Judge Ronald B. Leighton of the USDC of the Western District of 
Washington. He was also honored to be a consultant for the Mars Exploration Rover 
Project at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. While in Law School, Josh earned 
several CALI Awards as top of his class, including for Professional Responsibility 
(Ethics).

Josh is admitted to practice in Alaska State, Washington State, and in the United 
States District Courts for the Western and Eastern Districts of Washington.


